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Goal Statement

The goal of this project was to develop a 
functional prototype for a database that St. 

Mary’s Parish staff could use to organize the 
historic documents within the archives at St. 
Mary’s Parish and to allow for the Parish staff 

to efficiently retrieve them.
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Background

✣ Catholicism introduced to 
Panama in the early 1500s and 
remains an important cultural 
pillar

✣ St. Mary’s Parish is headquarters 
of the Catholic Archdiocese of 
Panama

✣ Footprint Possibilities provides 
extra resources for the team and 
St. Mary’s
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St. Mary’s Cathedral



Background:
The Archives and Their Significance

✣ Roughly 100,000 records in 
archives

✣ 48 ledgers hold the records
✣ Records on baptisms, first 

communions, confirmations, 
marriages, and deaths

✣ First-hand accounts and key life 
events within records
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Ledgers from St. Mary’s 
Archive



Design Plan:
Feature Set

St. Mary’s Parish specific requirements:

✣ Submit records
✣ Search the database
✣ Create a backup
✣ Create a certificate
✣ Display instructions in Spanish and English
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Methodology:
 Archival Research

✣ Interviews with archival experts
⨳ Inquired about general info on preserving and 

digitizing archives
✣ Interviews with parish staff

⨳ Inquired about church’s documents
⨳ Inquired about product features needed

✣ Explored existing archival and database solutions on 
the Internet
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Methodology:
Hardware and Software 

✣ Low-cost computer with storage 
space for digitized records

✣ Open-source software for database 
management 
⨳ MySQL an open source database 

language
⨳ PHP and HTML for interfacing

✣ Document digitization
⨳ Research scanner types
⨳ Overhead, flatbed, and digital 

camera
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Hard Disk Drive vs. 
Solid State Drive



Image Taken By Current 
Imaging Setup
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Image Taken By Current 
Imaging Setup
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Implementation:
Database

✣ MySQL database associates all 
information in the records 
together and to an image

✣ Databases contain individual 
tables, tables used on a per 
sacrament basis

✣ Fields chosen according to 
available records

✣ XAMPP is an administrative 
tool the team used to manage 
the database
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Tables within Database



Implementation:
Digitization Method

Solution:

✣ Nikon CoolPix P510 digital camera 
used in conjunction with a tripod, 
music stand, and photo light.  
⨳ Affordable solution
⨳ Able to scan large documents

✣ Digitization Software
⨳ Adobe Photoshop 2020 is being 

used to make images more 
readable [9]
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Digitization Setup 
at St. Mary’s Parish

Nikon CoolPix P510
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Implementation:
Ease-of-Use

✣ Self explanatory fields and buttons means that 
the user-interface is intuitive for anyone to use

✣ Simple user-interface design with a nice 
aesthetic 

✣ Spanish/English displayed side-by-side for 
bilingual capability

✣ Straightforward manual to guide users through 
database processes
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Results and Analysis:
Administrative Choices
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✣ Utilized XAMPP to bundle 
Apache, MySQL, and PHP and 
connect them

✣ Utilized phpMyAdmin to 
manipulate and test the database

✣ Installed the software so that no 
user intervention is required to 
start it

Screenshot of XAMPP Control Panel
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Results and Analysis:
User Feedback
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✣ Conducted a small survey to 
assess if the software worked

✣ Polled the parish staff and 
anyone else who had access to 
the software in Panama

✣ Generally, the staff is happy 
with the software, although 
they made some suggestions

Parish Satisfaction Rating of Version 
One of Software



Conclusions and 
Recommendations

Team developed a working database solution, 
capable of querying and creating digitizations 
with a user-friendly interface. 

Shortcomings of our solution:

✣ Single user setup
✣ No-internet connectivity
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